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Hello and a warm welcome to the Winter edition of the Ealing HeadsUp Newsletter. This is our eighth
edition and we have lots of information, and upcoming events to share with you. If this is the first time
that you have heard of the HeadsUp Network, then please turn to the second page where you can learn
more about what we do and how you can be a part of it. Here are the updates on what has been happening over the last three months;
Committee members and the wider Network
have voiced what matters most to them when
accessing MH Services. For the latest updates
and patients’ stories see page 6.
Do you want to join the committee? To learn
more about our work and latest involvement
opportunities see page 7.
In our Art & Mental Health section you can
read about how Poetry and Dance has helped
our writers in their recovery journey.
The Primary and Secondary Care Mental
Health Forums run on a monthly basis. See
page 10 to read about futures dates!
At page 5 and 9 you can read two stories of recovery!
The Network size continues to grow. This is
great news as more people are getting involved. However, we want to hear from many
more people. If you are interested or you know
someone who would be, do get in touch!

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Telephone: 07702562905
Email:
headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
Our website:
www.headsupnetwork.com

Wow! Well those are our updates on what has
been happening over the last three months. We
hope that you enjoy this newsletter and we look
forward to hearing from you!
Best wishes,
The HeadsUp Team

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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What is the HeadsUp project?
The HeadsUp project is Mind’s mental health network for service user involvement and co-production.
We believe that those who have accessed mental health services are experts by experience, and should
be able to have a say on how mental health services are developed and delivered. We provide a platform on which people can share their experiences, have their voice heard and influence mental health
services in Ealing. We aim to do this through forums, focus groups, campaigns, and ensuring that service
users are involved in the service development processes.
The HeadsUp Network has been live in Ealing since June 2016. We
visited many services in the area, met with those who access these
services, as well as West London Mental Health Trust Staff. We are always looking to expand our network and our membership has grown
substantially. But we want this growth to continue!
We run inpatient forums at St Benard's Hospital, so that patients voices
can be heard by management. We also run monthly forums in the
community - the Secondary Care Mental Health Forum and the Primary Care Mental Health Forum.
Forums are groups where a safe space is available for participants to
share their experience. Participants enjoy learning more from each
other stories and from our guest speakers. People have also fed back
feeling less isolated and a boost in confidence!
There are also many other opportunities. The committee is a group of mental health champions, with
lived experience of mental health problems, who meet once a month to discuss, plan and share ideas on
how to improve mental health services and which activities to engage with to do this. Other members of
the Network have attended panel interviews for mental health professionals, others regularly attend
meetings within the West London Mental Heath Trust. Some of these involvement activities are paid too!
You can get involved as much or as little as you like; some people only like to receive the quarterly
newsletter and some choose to commit to regular involvement activities a number of times a month. If
you would like to sign up you can visit our website or drop us an e-mail!

TO SIGN UP you can visit our
WEBSITE:
www.headsupnetwork.com
CONTACT DETAILS:
Telephone: 07702562905

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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POETRY & MENTAL HEALTH
During our Mental Health Forums at St Bernard's
Hospital we found a good number of patients
who use poetry and other forms of art as a way
to express their emotions and feel better. We
would like to thank those who decided to share
their artworks and stories!

“I’d like to share this piece with everyone. I have
found this poem when I was struggling and it inspired
me to keep going when all was going wrong. Never
give up when times get tough! Things do get better,
never give up hope!“
A member of the HeadsUp Network

A good time

Don't Quit

Autumn leaves a falling radiant colour on the
ground, smiles all around
Open you doors. There is so much to explore
We as people need each other to make our
world a better place
Why mask your pain. Speak out!
There is so much to gain.
Work together for the good of mankind
Give love and you will never feel alone, in
your home, which is your soul…
The world is out.
Oyster, sugar, spice...
Christmas is near!
We all deserve a
good time.
Invite a brother, a sister
Don’t be lonely, sad, look at that star and you
will go far..

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will,
When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill,
When the funds are low and the debts are high,
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
When care is pressing you down a bit,
Rest, if you must, but don’t you quit.

Life is queer with its twists and turns,
As every one of us sometimes learns,
And many a failure turns about,
When he might have won had he stuck it out;
Don’t give up though the pace seems slow–
You may succeed with another blow.

Success is failure turned inside out–
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt,
And you never can tell how close you are,
It may be near when it seems so far,
So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit–
It’s when things seem worst that you mustn’t quit.

Author Unknown.

A member of the HeadsUp
Network

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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DANCE & MENTAL HEALTH
Hello my name is Ranjeet!
A great passion of mine is Bhangra Dance. Through these lines I
want to share my experience of
recovery and how music and
dance helped. I will also tell a bit
about how it all began for me,
how I got into Bhangra Dance and
also I will give you some information about the history behind
this form of dance .

The beginnings: I was listening to a lot of Western
English music, believe it or not I also used to do a
bit of breakdancing. When I was young in my
teens slowly I started listening to bhangra music,
as well as hip hop, soul music and reggae. As the
years when on I started listening to a lot of bhangra music when I started to experience a lot of ups
and downs in my life, and especially when I went
through my mental health breakdown. Slowly
things started getting better with my mental
health. Now I feel in a good place despite I am still
on medications. I feel that one of the reasons why I
went through that crisis was me hanging around
with the wrong people.
In 1997 I had a friend that was starting a Bhangra
dance troupe called “Asli Bahraran Punjab Diyan”.
He said to me: “I teach Bhangra dancing why don’t
you come down and give it a try?”. Despite being
hesitant, I took up the challenge and joined this
friend. At the beginning I found it hard to learn the
steps but my friend reassured me and also suggested to buy an instrument called a chimta. So I
brought this instrument and started playing it and
practiced more and more to the point that I became pretty good at it.

Then I started performing with the
dance troupe. I can still remember my very first
performance was at Leeds Mela! From there
slowly, slowly – I was booked doing shows across
all over UK, Scotland and Wales. Unfortunately
the dance troupe split up after so many years of
shows and performances—they started getting
less and less. I then started learning the Bhangra
steps by my own and with that I put together my
own steps and started doing my own performances at various functions especially at mental
health charity based events.
I really enjoy performing on stage because I feel
you become a different person, in a good way.
You see the crowd enjoying the performance and
that’s the most rewarding thing.
Bhangra dance has helped my mental health because it helped me to become more sociable
and more aware of what’s going on in the outside world . Bhangra dance is originally a folk
dance from Punjab in India but anyone from all
backgrounds can enjoy it. In the 80s and 90s
bhangra music evolved, especially band like
“Alaap Wich” and “Premi Heera”, a number of
different singers and fusions with different styles,
changed bhangra music forever and kept it in
evolution.
Are you interested to start this journey or simply to
give it a go? You can join the “Bhangra Keep Fit”
group at the Lotus Centre.
Every Thursday from 1.30pm to 2.30pm I teach
and enjoy sharing with new persons this form of
art. If interested do get in touch! 0208 571 7454

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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STORIES of RECOVERY
BLOODSTREAM IS NOW VAMPIRELOSTQUEEN (VLQ)!
Bloodstream was me, who MIEH (Mind in Ealing
and Hounslow) helped this year to become a Fashion Sales Associate at the prestigious Westfield
London mall in Shepherds Bush (Europe’s biggest
Shopping Centre)! MIEH saved me and my Script.
Thanks to MIEH, I am still working at Westfield
and still working on my Vampire Script! My Gothic Dark Script is based on my “True Story” of
when I was Homeless and had a Homeless Romance that ended in tragedy with me on the brink
of Death!
Now, I am successfully progressing into my Fashion Job!
The strategies I learned during the MIEH Support
Sessions help me in my Job. As a Sales Associate I
have to achieve Fashion Sales and deliver excellent Customer Service. The “Mindfulness” tips
from MIEH help me to break down my big workload into smaller chunks therefore completing big
tasks in time.

My love of European History and folklore, myths
and legend from places like Gothenburg, Bavaria, Transylvania, Vienna, Black Forest will make
my VampireLostQueen (VLQ) Channel educational too along with my Vampire Research e.g. Dracula, Vampire Biology & Origins!
I feel fated to write this as I’m related to Dracula
author Bram Stoker and I have European Viking
roots from Normandy too.
This is my “Childhood Dream” since my School
Theatre Trip at 12, translating my Homeless Romance into a Vampire Lost Queen Film Script.
MIEH also helped a Biologist! I am a ‘keen’ Biologist (who has worked in Windsor hospital), writing about Vampires and Blood which also makes
my Script special! The Script is a “million things
in one”...but its main UNIQUENESS is that it is on a
“TRUE STORY” complete with all the real emotion, pain, and angst! This is a captivating Ghost
Heartbreak that will capture hearts forever!

My VLQ Channel will talk to people about my
Vampire Lost Queen Script...the Origins, the real
Experience, the Vampiric Man himself, my Dance
with the Devil and much more.

VampireLostQueen’s Advice to others is Never
give up Hope! For when Homeless, she never ever thought that 3 years later she would be working at Westfield for a global Fashion Brand. Anything can happen! Also please reach out to
groups that can help you and keep trying different people as you never know the good people
you will find that will turn your life around.

Vampire Lost Queen channel will also showcase
other Gothic Dark influences that have shaped
this, as I pour myself into this Script!

VampireLostQueen’s, (me) would love people’s
support for this true Script and again thanks to
MIEH for helping me to get here!

I am busy with work but my YouTube Channel is
coming out soon! It is now called VampireLostQueen (VLQ) instead of Bloodstream!

Characters such as Lestat, Films such Twilight,
Books like Dracula, Frankenstein and the greats
such as Shakespeare!

A member of the HeadsUp Network

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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UPDATES FROM THE NETWORK
Members of the Network who have attended the forums this quarter have voiced the importance of trauma-informed approached. Preparation prior to a transfer of care continue to be described as a key aspect. Positives stories of recovery often include experiences of:
Being listened to and understood by staff;
Consistently discussing with professionals opportunities to reflect on one's own recovery (e.g. relying on tools such as the Care Plan and/or through psychoeducational courses and psychological
interventions);
Consistently receiving information about what a service can and can not offer, and/or signposting
to relevant services;
“Working with my psychotherapist helped me to work on things that otherwise I would have forgotten”
”After several hospital admissions my recovery had been possible not only thanks to the availability and competence
of some professionals, but also thanks to my motivation and new desire to change”
A member of the HeadsUp Network
“On the ward a nurse took the time to listen. She
didn't tell much; I felt I could express how I was
really felling. This had a huge impact because
during the ward round I could answer all those
questions with more clarity and they could offer
what I really needed.”

“The Recovery Team offered sessions with the psychologist for over 6 months, which helped me to
move forward. I have learned to normalise and validate how I feel, and to use better coping strategies.”

“When I started to discuss my discharge with my psychiatrist I felt a bit scared,
but he took the time to explain. As expected, a Mental Health Practitioner
offered some appointments and I could develop a good rapport with her. She
explained what to do if I need her support again or if I need a more urgent
intervention. I feel I am doing well in my recovery.”

“When I started to become unwell I have ignored those signs. A lot of time
passed before I could ask for help to my GP, I didn’t know what to do.”

“I have found out that I have
been discharged to my GP with
a letter. It was a shock!”

“I felt my psychiatric assessment had been heavily
handled. No one took the time to understand my
paranoid thoughts. The focus was too much on
medication. It was frightening.”

“When I went to A&E I was told that there was no much more they could do.
I felt I had no one to turn to. Taking the time to listen would have helped.”

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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UPDATES FROM THE COMMITTEE &
INVOLVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Challenges of Mental Health Crisis Services

Being able to smoke in groups at regular intervals
Committee members expressed concerns about would save staff time on accompanying individuals
the impact of the pressure on Mental Health Ser- who wish to smoke, and allow a less fraught, less
vices and the current financial climate, on the ca- tense atmosphere on the wards, reducing pressure on
staff and patients alike.
pacity of professionals to consistently provide high quality care, especially in crisis services. Both patients and professionals experience
highly distressing situations and the right support
should be available for both. Main areas of concerns include (1) the possibility for professionals
to be non-judgmental, at all the
time, especially in presence of disruptive behaviours; 2) the possibility to improve the offer of
trauma informed care; (3) the possibility to successfully implement the ‘Smoke Free’ policy .

The risk is that this policy aims at something unrealistic. The NRT products offered on the ward can help
however alone are not sufficient. Addictions are complex and can’t be treated only with medicines. The
work currently done within the Trust is trying to address these problems, but the question is still the
same: can staff deal with all these demands?.“
A Committee Member

Recently committee engaged in a number of activities within the Trust with the aim to tackle
these issues and share their views.
Committee welcome new opportunities to work
more closely with professionals in 2019!
We are looking for Committee Members!!!
Do you want to play an active role in improving the
quality of service provision in Ealing? If the answer is
yes, you may be interested in joining this group!
“Mentally ill patients have reported annoyance by
the smoking ban in exterior hospital grounds,
which oblige individual patients to go outside of
hospital grounds accompanied by staff, if allowed
at all. Previously, patients could smoke outside in
hospital grounds as a group at timed intervals, with
staff monitoring the session.

The committee is a group of mental health champions, with lived experience of mental health problems. They meet once a month to discuss, plan and
share ideas on how to improve mental health services and which activities to engage with to do this.
If interested, get in touch to learn more:

The latter is thought to be more practical and real- Telephone: 07702562905
istic for staff and patients alike, as patients report
Email: headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
fear and frustration after being sectioned with its
limitations on their freedoms and their frustration is
increased by the severity of current smoking restrictions.

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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STORIES of RECOVERY
My Recovery Journey

I felt like a failure being diagnosed as mentally ill
and on benefits when I came out of hospital, and I
realised how isolated and lonely I had become. I
went to CAPE, the Recovery College, MIND events
and West London Collaberative for the company
they provided as much as for their understanding
into mental health issues. I welcomed the courses
at the Recovery College as part of my recovery.
They provided an insight into why I had got ill and
remained ill, and pointed the way out of that position. I felt heartened that someone with lived experience of mental illness co-facilitated the course, to
show it was possible to progress from being stuck
in mental illness. Also, I was relieved to be with
people who, like me, suffered from mental illness
and wanted to get better. I was interested to learn
about the possible medications for my condition, as
well as gain insight into the negative thought patterns that held me back from healthy living.
Having been diagnosed as suffering from schizoaffective disorder, I struggled to manage my
thoughts. Medication calmed my racing thoughts,
and I was interested to learn about the possible
medications for my condition from the Psychosis
course at the Recovery College. But I found the
courses at the Recovery College helped me to
challenge my anxious thoughts. I found the course
on Psychosis revealed different types of negative
thinking which I realised I had myself. These included Catastrophising, Critical Self, Black and
White thinking amongst others.

I found the ‘Telling Your Story’ course helpful as a
means of communicating how I felt, especially
about my mental illness in a ‘safe’ environment,
with others who had mental health problems and
someone who had recovered. Through going on
this course, I learnt and enrolled in dramatherapy
for a period to help overcome some of my reticence and anxiety.
Therefore, my recovery has been made not just
by medication, but by challenging some of my
anxious thoughts, so that I’m not so harsh on myself or so judgemental. The courses at the Recovery College pointed the way to testing my anxious thoughts, though knowing the theory is one
thing, applying it is another. I have to make a conscious effort to realise I’m thinking negatively and
challenge my negative thought patterns, so
though I’d like a mentor to help me do this, ultimately it is my responsibility. I’m grateful for the
mentoring I got as a result of the ‘Skills for Employment’ course, to help me secure a volunteer
role, which has helped me to have structure in my
life, regular, supportive company and provided
me with a new skill.

A member of the HeadsUp Network

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk
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Healthwatch Ealing collects feedback from local people across the borough about the health and social care services they receive. Our Patient Experience Officer, supported by a team of volunteers, visits
health and social care services daily to talk to and hear from patients, service users, carers and relatives
about their experiences of local services. We use the feedback we collect from patients, service users
and carers to put together reports which are presented to commissioners and providers of services with
the aim of influencing the future planning and delivery of services.

www.healthwatchealing.org.uk

Our Q4 Patient Experience report

info@healthwatchealing.org.uk

is now available on our website at:

0203 8860 830

https://healthwatchealing.org.uk/what-we-do/our-reports/

Useful numbers and websites

Upcoming events

DWP (PIP inquiries)

Primary Care forum

0345 850 3322 / www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/department-for-work-pensions

7/01/2019, 4/02/2019, 2PM—4PM @ RISE, 99103 Broadway.

Citizens Advice Bureau
0344 848 7903 / www.hillingdoncab.org.uk
Mind in Ealing and Hounslow;
020 8571 7545 / www.mind-eh.org.uk
Single Point of Access (mental health advice)
0300 1234 244
Ealing Samaritans
020 8560 2345 / www.samaritans.org/branches/
ealing-samaritans

Secondary Care forum
18/01/2019, 21/02/2019, 2PM—4PM @ Solace
Centre.
One-day Training—Panel Interview
28/01/2019, 10Am—4PM@Recovery College

We hope that you have enjoyed reading
through the HeadsUp newsletter and that you
have found it interesting and informative. We
are looking forward to seeing you at one of our
upcoming forums.
Best wishes,
The HeadsUp team

Contact HeadsUp; Telephone ~ 07702562905 Email ~ headsupealing@mind-eh.org.uk

